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2018 Season
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Children’s 
Opera Camps 

Nestlé and 
Salzburg Festival

Young Conductors 
Award 

Become a Member today at: www.sfsociety.org/donate

THE SALZBURG FESTIVAL SOCIETY 
CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

The Salzburg Festival is at the 

epicenter where art and 

society intersect to enrich our 

hearts and enlighten our 

minds.  All of it is done with the 

hope that the arts make our 

world more meaningful.

The Festival's history is rich 

with tradition and an 

enthusiasm for innovation that 

unites over 250,000 guests 

from 80 countries to partake in 

this celebration of life.

Come join us!

Driven by philanthropy 
America has always been important to 
the Salzburg Festival for its spirit of 
philanthropy and this commitment 
has made it possible for the Festival 
to realize many valuable initiatives 
over its history. We have come a long 
way from when Mrs. Minnie 
Untermeyer of New York in 1921, 
inspired by Festival founder Richard 
Strauss, formed a fundraising 
committee in the US to support the 
Salzburg Festival and raised $4,000 
(equivalent to about $50,000 today).

Since 2005, the SFS has raised over 
$10 Million Dollars to support 
valuable initiatives of the Festival, 
such as supporting the the English 
program translations in perpetuity 
through the generous grant made by 
a fellow board member, supporting 
American artists and orchestras, 
stepping in one year to support The 
Young Singer’s Project when the 
Festival lost its sponsor, founding 
support for the successful Children’s 
Music Camps and of course we have 
supported innovative productions, 
some of which are co-produced and 
presented in the U.S.

Looking ahead at the 100th Anniversary 
of the Festival in 2020, we want to grow 
this circle of friends and philanthropic 
support.  The Salzburg Festival is truly an 
epicenter of the extraordinary for the 
performing arts and the next generation 
of artists will further inspire and keep 
humanity full from the heart.

We celebrate The Salzburg Festival’s 
highest reach for innovation in 
partnership. It is this united and 
continuous effort from America, beginning 
in 1921 with the first Festival friends 
committee, then the American Forces in 
1945 under General Mark Clark and now 
the SFS with its body of friends. Together 
we continue to make the mission of the 
Festival a priority. Relevant for 
generations to come. This is our shared 
legacy. 

Warm regards, 

“  T  h  e    S  a  l  z  b  u  r  g  F  e  s  t  i  v  a  l i  s a  t t  h  e 
E  p  i  c  e  n  t  e  r wh  e  r  e a  r  t a  n  d s  o  c  i  e  t  y 
i  n  t  e  r  s  e  ct .  "

Gerry Andlinger †

© Siemens 

Siemens Festival Nights, at the Kapitelplatz

It is with deep sadness that Gerry Andlinger passed away on December 22, 2017. 



The Salzburg Festival’s 2018 programme is 
characterized by works of passion and ecstasy.

This time, we will once again listen to and reflect 
upon these aspects in the Ouverture spirituelle 
series, which will begin with Krzysztof Penderecki’s 
seminal St Luke Passion ― one of the most 
poignant portrayals of the sufferings of Christ.

In Monteverdi’s last opera, L’incoronazione di 
Poppea, the title character’s hunger for power, 
Nero’s obsession, violence and eroticism are 
skilfully interwoven. Hans Werner Henze drew the 
inspiration for his opera The Bassarids ― a triumph 
of intoxication over reason ― from Euripides’ 
Bacchae. And the passion of Salome, heroine of 
Richard Strauss’ eponymous opera, is enflamed by 
Jochanaan, who for his part is infused with ecstatic 
piety. Hermann, the young officer in Tchaikovsky’s 
Queen of Spades, is driven to distraction by the 
secret of three cards, and loses himself in a 
delirium of love and gambling.

In drama, the nameless hero in Knut Hamsun’s 
Hunger is driven by his obsessions, just like 
Dovaleh, the protagonist in David Grossman’s 
dramatized novel.

It is probably Heinrich von Kleist, in his tragedy 
Penthesilea, who most directly poses the question 
as to whether man is master of his senses. In The 
Persians, the most ancient tragedy to have come 
down to us, Aeschylus shows how presumption and 
hubris lead man to perdition.

Only at first glance does Die Zauberflöte seem 
alien in this context. However, Mozart’s opera 
functions as a kind of microscope in connection 
with all these pieces. Or is it perhaps a universal, 
bright, playful discourse on all these themes ― as 
only Mozart, in the Age of Enlightenment, was able 
to achieve with his music?

We would like to arouse your curiosity and 
unleash your passions with this programme booklet 
― ensuring that 2018 will also see a very special 
Salzburg Festival.

Helga Rabl-Stadler 

Markus Hinterhäuser 

Lukas Crepaz

Translation: Toby Alleyne-Gee 
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Salzburg Festival Society Gala at The Park Hyatt New York

©  S a l z b u r g e r  F e s t s p i e l e  /  
A n n e Z e u n e r

Dear Audience
A thousand thanks to you. As a result of your 

interest, involvement and enthusiasm, we were 
able to exceed our ambitious expectations and 
make the 2017 Salzburg Festival a true epicentre 
of the extraordinary. Nobody could have 
described your key role as audiences in the 
Festival’s success more aptly than founder Max 
Reinhardt: ‘If the perfect miracle of which theatre 
is capable on a felicitous evening is to occur, the 
best must be not only on stage, but also in the 
auditorium.’

Your positive response and audible, visible joy 
in the challenge make it our task to continue to 
explore the great issues of humanity in our 2018 
programme. Taking as our point of departure 
Friedrich Schiller’s reflections ‘On the reasons for 
taking pleasure in tragic subjects’, we intend to 
investigate the significance of art, the force of 
poetry and the power of music.

Ever since the tragedies of antiquity, art has 
not merely explored the beautiful and the 
sublime: we are equally fascinated by the 
aestheticization of the unfathomable and the 
obsessive by means of artistic representation. Art 
knows no morals; it is capable of transforming 
the tragic into voluble poetry and stentorian 
frenzy. Tragedy in particular is a manifestation of 
man’s greatness ― and the abyss into which he 
can fall. 

‘Much is monstrous, but nothing more 
monstrous than man.’ (Sophocles, 
Antigone)  The Salzburg Festival’s 2018 
programme is characterized by works of 
passion and ecstasy.  This time, we will 
once again listen to and reflect upon 
these aspects in the Ouverture spirituelle 
series, which will begin with Krzysztof 
Penderecki’s seminal St Luke Passion ― 
one of the most poignant portrayals of 
the sufferings of Christ.

In Monteverdi’s last opera,
L'incoronazione di Poppea, the title 

character’s hunger for power, Nero’s 
obsession, violence and eroticism are 
skilfully interwoven. Hans Werner Henze 
drew the inspiration for his opera The 
Bassarids ― a triumph of intoxication 
over reason ― from Euripides’ Bacchae. 
And the passion of Salome, heroine of 
Richard Strauss’ eponymous opera, is 
enflamed by Jochanaan, who for his part 
is infused with ecstatic piety. Hermann, 
the young officer in Tchaikovsky’s Queen 
of Spades, is driven to distraction by the 
secret of three cards, and loses himself in 
a delirium of love and gambling.

© Tourismus Salzburg GmbH, 
Günter Breitegger 

In drama, the nameless hero in Knut Hamsun’s 
Hunger is driven by his obsessions, just like 
Dovaleh, the protagonist in David Grossman’s 
dramatized novel. 

It is probably Heinrich von Kleist, in his 
tragedy Penthesilea, who most directly poses 
the question as to whether man is master of his 
senses. In The Persians, the most ancient 
tragedy to have come down to us, Aeschylus 
shows how presumption and hubris lead man to 
perdition.

Only at first glance does Die Zauberflöte 
seem alien in this context. However, Mozart’s 
opera functions as a kind of microscope in 
connection with all these pieces. Or is it 
perhaps a universal, bright, playful discourse on 
all these themes ― as only Mozart, in the Age of 
Enlightenment, was able to achieve with his 
music?

We would like to arouse your curiosity and 
unleash your passions with this years program 
― ensuring that 2018 will also see a very 
special Salzburg Festival.

Helga Rabl-Stadler 
Markus Hinterhäuser 
Lukas Crepaz

Translation: Toby Alleyne-Gee

Photo credits:  Angela Pham



   
   

   
   
     

    
   

                        
 

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

  

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

   
 

  
   

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
  

   
 

 

 
  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

THE SALZBURG FESTIVAL
WAS INTENDED AS A

PROJECT AGAINST “THE CRISIS, 
THE CRISIS OF MEANING, 
THE LOSS OF VALUES, THE
CRISIS OF IDENTITY OF THE
INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING AS
WELL AS OF ENTIRE NATIONS” 
-DR. RABL-STADLER

Thank you for contributing to our 
success.  We greatly value your 
support. Enclosed is an annual 
membership form to renew your 
commitment or join us for the first 
time. Please note, the priority 
ticket order deadline for SFS 
Members is January 6, 2017, and 
prime seats go quickly. 

You ensure the performing arts 
remain a legacy for the generations 
to come.

Warm wishes,

Joseph Bartning

 We have established the    
“SFS Meeting Points” in 
collaboration with the Goldener 
Hirsch and the Hotel Sacher and 
we will continue to explore 
collaborative partnerships to 
bring more programming to you. 
We are committed to connecting 
our members with international 
guests of the Salzburg Festival. 

In this newsletter, you will find 
mention of just a small fraction 
of the events, performances and 
programs available to you. We 
are proud of this extensive 
offering that awaits you in 2017 
and in the years ahead as Markus 
Hinterhäuser reveals his outlook.  
He asks together with Dr. Rabl-
Stadler, “What should an arts 
festival be?”  

I would say the Salzburg Fes-
tival is many things to the over 
250,000 guests it serves and it 
will continue to transcend and 
shape ideas to inspire us all to 
want to join the extraordinary-
possibilities shared with us on 
the many stages in Salzburg.  Dr. 
Helga Rabl-Stadler, President 
of the Salzburg Festival, has said 
the Salzburg Festival was 
intended as a project against 
“the crisis, the crisis of meaning, 
the loss of values, the crisis of 
identity of the individual hu-man 
being as well as of entire 
nations”.  This “crisis” is with us 
but we have the power to let the 
arts inspire hope for us all. 

Salzburg Festival Society Gala at the Park Hyatt New York

Mark Swed/LOS ANGELES 
TIMES chooses the Salzburg 
Festival as Festival of the year: 
“The once-glorious Salzburg 
Festival is glorious again..."

William Kentridge is “Opera 
artist of the year” – “he turned 
a Salzburg Festival stage into 
a vast video and installation-
art World War I canvas in his 
new production of Berg’s 
Wozzeck“.

Thank you for taking the time to 
become a member and support 
our efforts. We aim to enhance 
your Salzburg Festival 
experience and always welcome 
your feedback.

Your membership contribution 
can conveniently be made by 

mail or visiting our website at:

www.sfsociety.org/donate

This year we continued our campaign to support American 
Orchestras. The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (PSO) brought over 
120 musicians from the U.S. to Salzburg.

The works of passion and ecstasy serve as the centerpiece for the 
2018 season of The Salzburg Festival. The Festival will once 
again start with its Ouverture Spirituelle that calls the audience
to reflect on the suffering of Jesus beginning with Penderecki’s 
St. Luke's Passion. 

You will quickly move to the Age of the Enlightenment with 
Mozart's Die Zauberflöte , the first opera of the season and a new 
production directed by American stage director Lydia Steier.
These feelings of passion and ecstasy in this playful discourse, 
help us rationalize the irrational sentiment that can consume, 
invigorate or inspire us to achieve human greatness. 

The Salzburg Festival gives its audience an incredible 
opportunity to explore, share and transcend human emotion and 
thought. Come share in this curiosity of life and human experience 
that invigorates the soul and enlightens the senses. We hope to 
count you among the many friends of the Festival to help us preserve 
an incredible cultural legacy.  

To secure prime seats, please submit your membership form and 
ticket request as soon as possible.  We always look forward to 
hearing from you and invite you to come share with us!

Warm regards,

Joseph Bartning
Executive Director

Dear Friends, 

We hope you will consider becoming a member of 
the Salzburg Festival Society. Your support 
enables us to give much needed funding for 
important  artistic   initiatives at the Salzburg 
Festival.

“Wonders abound in this world and yet no 
wonder is greater than man.” 

- Sophocles, Antigone

Inclusion in the Arts

Triumph of the 
Salzburg Festival 
in the U.S. Press

Photo credits:  Angela Pham

www.sfsociety.org/donate
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It is a pleasing coincidence that the year 1842 marks an important new beginning in the 
musical lives of both Vienna and Salzburg. By bringing together the court opera orchestra Otto 
Nicolai founded the world’s most famous symphony orchestra: the Vienna Philharmonic. In 
Salzburg active citizens dragged the small town that had sunk into irrelevance out of the 
morass of poverty with one act of cultural distinction: they came together to establish the 
Mozart memorial, thus commemorating their town’s greatest son, whose name many people 
connected only with Vienna. That this memorial was built on the foundations of a Roman 
building on which the claim could be read that “hic habitat felicitas” (luck resides here), 
proved to be a good omen.

As both a musician and a historian Clemens Hellsberg tells of the orchestra’s changing 
relationship with the Festival and how Salzburg became a second home to the Philharmonic: 
“Salzburg occupies a special place in the history of the Vienna Philharmonic: it was here that they 
first performed outside Vienna in 1877, in 1922 it was the Vienna Philharmonic that first brought 
opera productions to the festival and ever since 1925 the summer residency in Salzburg has 
been a fixed point in the orchestra’s annual calendar. 2200 opera performances and 800 concerts 
are not only historical testimony but also proof of a deep connection.” 

During the Second World War the orchestra demonstrated its commitment to Salzburg in a 
manner that has not been forgotten, preserving the continuity of their relationship in the 
festival-less year 1940 by performing a concert cycle in Salzburg at its own expense. The 
Vienna Philharmonic’s final appearance in the presence of the elderly Richard Strauss was 
particularly poignant. Following the dress rehearsal of The Love of Danae on 16th August 1944 
Strauss bade farewell to the orchestra with the words: “Gentlemen, I hope we shall meet again in a 
better world.” Sadly this wish would not be fulfilled. As a result of the mobilization that followed 
the failed assassination of Hitler, the festival was canceled. The world premiere of The Love of 
Danae only took place after the composer’s death at the 1952 Salzburg Festival.

Clemens Hellsberg became a member for the Vienna Philharmonic in 1980, serving as 
Chairman from 1997 to 2014. As the orchestra’s former archivist he has written numerous 
publications on topics from musical history. He has twice served on the committee to appoint the 
Artistic Director of the Salzburg Festival. The current Chairman of the Vienna Philharmonic is Daniel 
Froschauer, and he was delighted to learn more about the connections between Salzburg and Vienna.

A Happy Symbiosis:        A New Book  By Clemens Hellsberg

The Vienna Philharmonic and the Salzburg Festival

Clemens Hellsberg illuminates the complex relationships the Vienna 
Philharmonic has with Salzburg. This book launch signals the 
beginning of a series of publications leading up to the 100th 
anniversary of the Salzburg Festival. The Residenz Verlag has been 
secured as an experienced partner for the project. Once again the 
“Society of Friends” has proven to  be a true group of friends 
in providing financial support for this ambitious project. 
Professor Robert Hoffmann was also thanked for contributing an 
introduction to the economic history of the subject. 

Helga Rabl-Stadler is convinced that: “Without the Vienna 
Philharmonic there might be a festival in Salzburg, but it would not be 
the Salzburg Festival. The Vienna Philharmonic are part of the identity 
of the Salzburg Festival. And in turn the Salzburg Festival is significant 
part of the identity of the Vienna Philharmonic. This orchestra has 
performed so often in Salzburg and is such an important part of our 
cultural life that it could be called the ‘Salzburg Philharmonic’.”Published by The Salzburg Festspielfonds

Printed from the Press Release
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     The opera is directed by the duo Moshe Leiser and Patrice Caurier, already familiar to Whitsun Festival audiences 
from their productions of Bellini’s Norma and Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride. The opera is conducted by Jean-
Christophe Spinosi, at the helm of Ensemble Matheus. Alongside Bartoli, the cast includes Peter Kálmán, Edgardo 
Rocha, Alessandro Corbelli, José Coca Loza, Rebeca Olvera and Rosa Bove.

While Rossini’s life was nearing its end, another composer – originally German, but French by choice 
– wasthe height of his fame in Paris. In 1868 Jacques Offenbach’s opera Périchole was first performed.
I scintillating score will be revived in concert by Marc Minkowski and his Musiciens du Louvre. Whitsun Saturday
also features a sacred matinee – Anton Bruckner’s motet Pange lingua of 1868 and Johannes Brahms’ Ein deutsches
Requiem of 1869 will be conducted by Jérémie Rhorer. Genia Kühmeier and Andrè Schuen join the Bavarian
Radio Chorus as soloists. At Cecilia Bartoli’s special request, the piano part will be played by Pierre-Laurent
Aimard and Markus Hinterhäuser.

The musical turning point between eras can be traced not only in opera, but also in the development of the solo 
concerto and in symphonic music. The orchestra concert offers Rossini’s Overture to Semiramide, his 
melodramma tragico, Edvard Grieg’s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in A minor and Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s 
Symphony No. 1 in G minor. András Schiff plays the solo part; the Staatskapelle Berlin is conducted by 
Daniel Barenboim.

Javier Camarena’s aria recital is both an homage to the Spanish tenor and vocal pedagogue Manuel del Pópulo 
Vicente Rodríguez García (1775-1832) and to Rossini. The role of Count Almaviva seems to have been tailored to 
Camarena himself. And García was reputed to reach the high C even in his chest voice. The recital features arias 
from Ricciardo e Zoraide, Il barbiere di Siviglia and El poeta calculista. Gianluca Capuano conducts Les Musiciens 
du Prince – Monaco.

The soloist concert with Maxim Vengerov on Whitsun Monday again takes us back to the year 1868, when 
Max Bruch completed his virtuoso Violin Concerto No. 1, a romantic showpiece par excellence. It is paired with 
Camille Saint-Saëns’ Rondo cappricioso and Havanaise as well as Tchaikovsky’s Serenade in C major for String 
Orchestra. The Camerata Salzburg performs together with Maxim Vengerov.

The 2018 Salzburg Whitsun Festival ends with a gala concert on Monday evening. Cecilia Bartoli, Rolando 
Villazón and Jonas Kaufmann sing with the Staatskapelle Berlin under the baton of Daniel Barenboim. While 
composing Lohengrin, Richard Wagner claimed, he had been haunted by melodies from Rossini’s Guillaume Tell, 
leaving him in “great torment” and blocking all original musical thought. He added that only by humming 
Beethoven’s Ninth to himself had he been able to liberate himself, restoring his creative power. – “It is 
music one must hear a number of times,” Gioachino Rossini acknowledged after attending a performance of 
Wagner’s Tannhäuser, “but I won’t be going again...” The two geniuses may have traded barbs – yet their only 
meeting, in Paris in 1860, turned out to be a friendly, thoughtful, even merry exchange. Musically, the two 
presumably never got closer than the practically through-composed Act III of Otello, parts of which will be 
performed at the gala concert. Wagner is represented by excerpts from Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg and 
Tristan and Isolde.

    “This is the special quality of Cecilia Bartoli, our imaginative 
Artistic Director of the Salzburg Whitsun Festival: taking the 
Rossini memorial as a point of departure, she evokes the many 
turning points of the year 1868,” says Markus Hinterhäuser, 
Artistic Director of the Salzburg Festival.  In order to assemble the 
events, Cecilia Bartoli used the year 1868, the year of Rossini’s 
death, as orientation. Her programme is to open a different 
perspective on the composer, showing what the world looked like 
at the end of his life, which terminated amidst a turning point in 
the musical world.

  The centrepiece of the Whitsun Festival is the staged 
production, Rossini’s opera L’italiana in Algeri, first performed on 
22 May 1813 – the very day that Richard Wagner was born. In this 
musical comedy, Cecilia Bartoli sings the role of Isabella: “She is a 
sharp-witted and feisty woman who tells the men around her 
what’s what,” the mezzo-soprano says. In comic fashion, the opera 
recounts the mad tale of two foreign cultures that collide and 
overwhelm each other with strange rituals. 

Artistic Director: Cecilia Bartoli

Salzburg Whitsun Festival 2018

The Whitsun Festival 
May 18 -21, 2018
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© Salzburger Festspiele / Andreas Kolarik

Opera Camps for Children and Youth 
Children from the ages of 9 to 17 

have an incredible opportunity to     
participate in the Salzburg Festival 
Opera Camps in cooperation with the 
Vienna Philharmonic and Salzburg 
Foundation of the AAF.  These are week 
long camps offerred to children all 
over the world and housed in Schloss 
Arenberg which is just steps from the 
Salzburg Festival. 

Children receive instruction from 
members of the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra in the areas of music, dance, 
voice and set design, and become 
part of the creative process with other 
children and professionals that guide 
them.  

Children focus on a specific opera 
from the 2018 season, and at the end 
of the week, will reinterpret the opera 
and present it to the public. 

This program has become extremely 
sought after and is very successful 
for cultivating a joy of classical music 
and instilling the creative process in 
children and young adults from around 
the world.

 The number of places for each 
session is limited, and applicants are 
informed by the end of February if they 
have a place.  

‘The entire city holds its breath for this play’...‘even the children act out Jedermann.’ 
-Hugo von Hofmannsthal wrote to Max Reinhardt about his Jedermann

© Salzburger Festspiele / Marco Borrelli 

SFS Members do have some priority 
so please inquire if interested. 
Applications for the opera camps can 
only be submitted using the online 
application form at: 
www.salzburgerfestspiele.at/
operacamps/registration. 

Written applications or applications 
made over the phone will not be 
accepted.
     The participation fee includes: 
workshops, rehearsal visit, room and 
board, leisure time activities. 

     Scholarships are available for             
participants with financial need.

Please inquire for further details 
if interested in learning more about the 
music camps or any of the other youth 
programs offered at the Salzburg 
Festival. 

Opera Camp details: 
For children aged 9 to 13 
Zauberflöten–Camp
July 22 to July 28, 2018 

For children aged 10 to 15
Queen of Spades–Camp
July 29 to August 4, 2018

For teenagers aged 14 to 17 
Bassarids–Camp
August 6 to August 12, 2018 

© Salzburger Festspiele / Silvia Lelli
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 Salzburger Festspiele / M

arco Borrelli 

THE NESTLÉ AND SALZBURG FESTIVAL YOUNG CONDUCTORS AWARD
The Salzburg Festival has made it a 
priority to develop programs to 
promote and help establish young 
artists on the world stage. Now in their 
9th year, Nestlé and the Salzburg 
Festival have proven their 
commitment to helping young 
conductors launch with a 15,000 Euro 
award. The award winner will be given 
additional support in their career 
development and have the special 
opportunity to conduct a concert 
during the Salzburg Festival season. 

The award winner will also have a CD 
produced from the concert and 
promoted in the official marketing of 
the Festival.

Candidates between the ages of 21 to 
35 are eligible to apply.

Award Concert Weekend: 
Friday, August 3, 2018, 3:00 pm 
Saturday, August 4, 2018, 3:00 pm 
Sunday, August 5, 2018, 3:00 pm

Award Winner’s Concert with the 
winner of the Young Conductors 
Award 2018 is:

Sunday, August 5, 2018  at 8:00 pm 

Conductor · Kerem Hasan 

Violin · Augustin Hadelich

ORF Radio-Symphonieorchester Wien 

in the Felsenreitschule

For the application and more 
information:

www.salzburgerfestspiele.at 
/nestle_yca2018/

SUPPORTING YOUTH INITIATIVES TO HELP ARTISTS AND AUDIENCES THRIVE

© Salzburger Festspiele / Matthias Baus

The YOUNG SINGERS PROJECT
With the Young Singers Project the Salzburg Festival has 
created a high-powered platform for the promotion of 
young singers, which this year can look back on ten 
successful years. Young singers are selected through 
international auditions, and participants of the 
scholarship receive the opportunity to work with 
Festival artists. 

The curriculum does not only include musical education 
and repertoire expansion, but also staged rehearsals, 
language coaching and Lied interpretation. The master 
classes led by renowned Festival artists and the clear 
practical connection with the Festival make the YSP an 
educational program that has become an international 
benchmark and model.

A series of master classes are led by renowned 
Festival artists (schedule listed below) . These 
have become valuable educational programs and 
make the YSP highly competitive.

The members of the Young Singers Project will be 
performing in the new production of the opera    
Die Zauberflöte for children, which has become a 
very popular series of performances during the 
Festival season.  YSP Artists also appear in Festival 
productions during the season, and perform the 
final concert for the public.

Schedule for the public Master Classes: 
Christa Ludwig, Saturday July 21, 3:00 pm     
Bernarda Fink, Sunday, August 5, 5:00 pm         
Malcolm Martineau, Sunday, August 12, 3:00 pm 
Krassimira Stoyanova, Saturday, August 18, 3:00 pm 
in the Große Universitätsaula 
(Great Hall of the University)

Distribution of free tickets starting on July 7, 2018 
at the SHOP · KARTEN/TICKETS of the Salzburg 
Festival at Hofstallgasse 1 

For further information, email: office@sfsociety.org



  
 

   
                              

   
      

    

  
  

    
                     

   
     

    
                    

   
 

      
                                     

  

  

 

   

  
  

 
   
    

  

    
 

 

  
  

   
 
  
  

     

  
  
   

 
  

 

SALZBURG FESTIVAL SOCIETY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MISSION
FOUNDED IN 2005, THE 

SAL ZBURG FESTIVAL SOCIET Y* 
SERVES AS THE LIAISON BET WEEN 
THE SALZBURG FESTIVAL AND ITS
AMERICAN FRIENDS AND PATRONS. 
IT IS DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING
THE ARTISTS AND PRODUCTIONS OF 
THE SALZBURG FESTIVAL, WITH A
PRIMARY INTEREST IN SUPPORTING 
AMERICAN ARTISTS. 

*THE SAL ZBURG FESTIVAL SOCIET Y IS A 

501 (C) 3 DEL AWARE CORPOR ATION WITH THE 

EIN #: 412178546. 

Directors:  
Mr. Gerhard Andlinger *†
Mr. Nabil Chartouni * 

Mrs. Isabelle Harnoncourt Feigen 
Mrs. Alexandra Kauka Hamill       

Mrs. Marifé Hernandez * 
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American Orchestras 
at the Salzburg Festival 
Thank you for helping us reach our 
goal to support American Orchestras 
at the Salzburg Festival. The 
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra 
performed in 2017, The Cleveland 
Orchestra in 2016 and The Boston 
Symphony Orchestra in 2015. A special 
thank you to US Trust Bank of America 
Private Wealth Management for 
supporting our Annual SFS Gala, which 
proceeds go to support these initiatives.

SFS Artistic Advisory Board:  
Daniel Barenboim, 

Diana Damrau, Plácido Domingo, 
Renée Fleming, Ferruccio Furlanetto,  

Valery Gergiev, Hélène Grimaud, 
Thomas Hampson, Lang Lang, 

Anna Netrebko, Rolando Villazón
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Support for Wozzeck, 
a co-production with 
the Metropolitan Opera 
Thank you to the Bank of America 
Charitable Foundation for supporting 
the new production of Wozzeck, 
directed by William Kentridge.            
It was one of five new opera 
productions for the 2017 season.

For more detailed information, visit: 
www.salzburgfestival.at 
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